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A New Lens on The World: Improving the Metalens with Liquid Crystal
2020-08-31
Case Western Reserve scientists, collaborators at Harvard and Italian
university Unical, aim to ‘revolutionize optics’ by combining nanostructured
metasurfaces with liquid crystal technology.

For more than 500 years, humans have mastered the art of refracting light by shaping glass
into lenses, then bending or combining those lenses to amplify and clarify images either close
up or far away.
But in the last decade or so, a group led by scientist Federico Capasso at Harvard
University has begun to transform the ﬁeld of optics by engineering ﬂat optics metasurfaces,
employing an array of millions of tiny microscopically thin and transparent quartz pillars to
diﬀract and mold the ﬂow of light in much the same way as a glass lens, but without the
aberrations that naturally limit the glass.
The technology was selected as among the Top 10 Emerging Technologies by the World
Economic Forum (WEF) in 2019, which remarked that these increasingly smaller, clearer
lenses would soon begin to be seen in camera phones, sensors, optical-ﬁber lines and
medical-imaging devices, such as endoscopes.
“Making the lenses used by mobile phones, computers and other electronic devices smaller
has been beyond the capabilities of traditional glass cutting and glass curving techniques,”
according to the WEF. “…These tiny, thin, ﬂat lenses could replace existing bulky glass lenses
and allow further miniaturization in sensors and medical imaging devices.”
Making metalenses ‘reconﬁgurable’
Now, Case Western Reserve University physics professor Giuseppe Strangi and collaborators
at Harvard have taken a step toward making these “metalenses” even more useful—by
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making them reconﬁgurable.
They did this by harnessing nanoscale forces to inﬁltrate liquid crystals between those
microscopic pillars, allowing them to shape and diﬀract the light in completely new
ways—“tuning” the focusing power, Strangi said.
Liquid crystals are especially useful because they can be manipulated thermally, electrically,
magnetically or optically, which creates the potential for the ﬂexible or reconﬁgurable lenses.
“We believe that this holds the promise to revolutionize optics as we know it since the 16th
century,” said Strangi, whose Nanoplasm Lab at Case Western Reserve investigates
“extreme optics” and the “interaction of light and matter at nanoscale,” among other
matters.
Until recently, once a glass lens was shaped into a rigid curve, it could only bend the light in
one way, unless combined with other lenses or physically moved, Strangi said.
Metalenses changed that, since they allow the scientist to manage the wavefront by
controlling phase, amplitude and polarization of the light.
Now, by controlling the liquid crystal, the researchers have been able move these new class
of metalenses towards new scientiﬁc and technological endeavors to generate reconﬁgurable
structured light.
“This is just the ﬁrst step, but there are many possibilities for using these lenses, and we
have already been contacted by companies interested in this technology,” Strangi said.
The paper announcing the breakthrough was published in early August by the Proceedings of
the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).

Read the original article on Case Western Reserve University.
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